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INTRODUCTION
Using a solar panel or an array of panels without a
controller that can perform Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) will often result in wasted power,
which ultimately results in the need to install more
panels for the same power requirement. For
smaller/cheaper devices that have the battery
connected directly to the panel, this will also result in
premature battery failure or capacity loss, due to the
lack of a proper end-of-charge procedure and higher
voltage. In the short term, not using an MPPT controller
will result in a higher installation cost and, in time, the
costs will escalate due to eventual equipment failure.
Even with a proper charge controller, the prospect of
having to pay 30-50% more up front for additional solar
panels makes the MPPT controller very attractive.

This application note describes how to implement
MPPT using the most popular switching power supply
topologies. There are many published works on this
topic, but only a tiny portion of them show how to
actually implement the algorithms in hardware, as well
as state common problems and pitfalls. Even when
using the simplest MPPT algorithm with a
well-designed synchronous switching power supply, it
can be expected that at least 90% of the panel�’s
available power will end up in the battery, so the
benefits are obvious.

The topology presented in this application note is an
inverse SEPIC, but the techniques used here can be
applied to buck, boost and SEPIC converters. The buck
converter is a special case, since it has a linear voltage
transfer function when operating in Continuous
Conduction Mode (CCM). This simplifies things a lot,
and the MPPT controller can be implemented by
operating directly on the converter duty cycle. The
other topologies have a nonlinear voltage transfer
function, and operating directly on the duty cycle will
yield unpredictable results, especially at high duty
cycles. In this case, the algorithm modifies the solar
panel operating voltage by using a proportional integral
(PI) control loop, which steers the voltage to the
desired value.

SOLAR PANEL MPPT
The main problem solved by the MPPT algorithms is to
automatically find the panel operating voltage that
allows maximum power output. In a larger system,
connecting a single MPPT controller to multiple panels
will yield good results, but, in the case of partial
shading, the combined power output graph will have
multiple peaks and valleys (local maxima). This will
confuse most MPPT algorithms and make them track
incorrectly. Some techniques to solve problems related
to partial shading have been proposed, but they either
need to use additional equipment (like extra monitoring
cells, extra switches and current sensors for sweeping
panel current), or complicated models based on the
panel characteristics (panel array dependent). These
techniques only make sense in large solar panel
installations, and are not within the scope of this
application note.

Ideally, each panel or small cluster of panels should
have their own MPPT controller. This way the risk of
partial shading is minimized, each panel is allowed to
function at peak efficiency, and the design problems
related to converters handling more than 20-30A are
eliminated.

A typical solar panel power graph (Figure 1) shows the
open circuit voltage to the right of the maximum power
point. The open circuit voltage (VOC) is obviously the
maximum voltage that the panel outputs, but no power
is drawn. The short-circuit current of the panel (ISC) is
another important parameter, because it is the absolute
maximum current you can get from the panel. 
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FIGURE 1: SOLAR PANEL CHARACTERISTICS
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The literature on this subject generally agrees that the
maximum amount of power that can be extracted from
a panel depends on three important factors: irradiance,
temperature and load.

Matching panel and load impedances with a DC-DC
converter makes sense, because for example, if you
have a 5V/2A load, and a 20W panel that has the MPP
at 17.5V/1.15A, connecting the load directly will not
work. Considering a simple resistive load, and the
short-circuit current of 1.25A, the panel will only be able
to provide about 3V/1.2A, or less than 4W out of 20W. 

Temperature mainly changes the panel voltage
operating point, while irradiance mainly changes the
panel operating current. Figure 1 shows the effect of
different irradiance levels on the panel voltage, current
and power.

There are a few MPPT algorithms that can be easily
implemented using an 8-bit microcontroller.

FRACTIONAL OPEN CIRCUIT 
VOLTAGE
The maximum power point voltage has a linear
dependency on the open circuit voltage VOC under
different irradiance and temperature conditions.
Computing the MPP (Maximum Power Point) comes
down to:

EQUATION 1:

The constant k depends on the type and configuration
of the photovoltaic panel. The open circuit voltage must
be measured and the MPP determined in some way for
different ambient conditions. Usually, the system
disconnects the load periodically to measure VOC and
calculate the operating voltage. This method has some
clear disadvantages, temporary loss of power being an
obvious one. An alternate method would be to use one
or more monitoring cells, but they also need to be
chosen and placed very carefully to reflect the true
open circuit voltage of the system.

Although this method is quite simple and robust and
does not require a microcontroller, the constant only
allows a crude approximation of the MPP. Other
algorithms will significantly increase the top power
drawn from the same PV installation.

FRACTIONAL SHORT CIRCUIT 
CURRENT
The MPP can also be determined from the short-circuit
current of the panel (ISC), because IMPP is linearly
related to it under varying atmospheric conditions.

EQUATION 2:

Similar to fractional open circuit voltage, the constant
must be determined for each type of system.
Determining ISC is more challenging, because doing so
from time to time not only increases power loss and
heat dissipation, but also requires an additional switch
and current sensor. Obviously, this increases
component count and cost. The simplest
implementations do not require microcontrollers, but for
better accuracy and to solve problems related to partial
shading, more processing power is necessary to
sweep the panel current from 0 to ISC, and memorize
the output voltage profile.

VMPP kVVOC  =

IMPP kIISC=

http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/AppNotes/01467A.pdf
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PERTURB AND OBSERVE (P&O)

FIGURE 2: P&O ALGORITHM

P&O is one of the most discussed and used algorithms
for MPPT. The algorithm involves introducing a
perturbation in the panel operating voltage. Modifying
the panel voltage is done by modifying the converter
duty cycle. The way this is done becomes important for
some converter topologies.

Looking at Figure 2 makes it easy to understand that
decreasing voltage on the right side of the MPP
increases power. Also, increasing voltage on the left
side of the MPP increases power. This is the main idea
behind P&O.

Let�’s say that, after performing an increase in the panel
operating voltage, the algorithm compares the current
power reading with the previous one. If the power has
increased, it keeps the same direction (increase
voltage), otherwise it changes direction (decrease
voltage). This process is repeated at each MPP
tracking step until the MPP is reached.

After reaching the MPP, the algorithm naturally
oscillates around the correct value.

The basic algorithm uses a fixed step to increase or
decrease voltage. The size of the step determines the
size of the deviation while oscillating about the MPP.
Having a smaller step will help reduce the oscillation,
but will slow down tracking, while having a bigger step
will help reach MPP faster, but will increase power loss
when it oscillates.

To be able to implement P&O MPPT, the application
needs to measure the panel voltage and current. While
implementations that use only one sensor exist, they
take advantage of certain hardware specifics, so a
general purpose implementation will still need two
sensors.
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INCREMENTAL CONDUCTANCE

FIGURE 3: INCCOND ALGORITHM

The incremental conductance algorithm uses the fact
that the panel power curve derivative (or slope) versus
voltage is 0 at MPP, positive on the left side and
negative on the right side of the MPP.

EQUATION 3:

The power derivative can be also written as:

EQUATION 4:

So the first bundle of equations (1) can be rewritten as:

EQUATION 5:

The main idea is to compare the incremental
conductance (   ) to the instantaneous conductance
(  ). Depending on the result, the panel operating
voltage is either increased, or decreased until the MPP
is reached. Unlike the P&O algorithm, which naturally
oscillates around the MPP, incremental conductance
stops modifying the operating voltage when the correct
value is reached. A change in the panel current will
restart the MPP tracking. Depending on the ambient
conditions, the same functionality may be achieved by
using the initial equation (     ).
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The basic incremental conductance algorithm uses a
fixed step size for the panel operating voltage updates.
Using a bigger step size will speed up tracking, but may
also cause the algorithm to oscillate around the MPP
instead of locking on.

Implementing the incremental conductance algorithm
requires the voltage and the current output values from
the panel (two sensors). Because it needs to keep track
of previous voltage and current values, this algorithm is
usually implemented using a PIC® device or a DSP.
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MPPT HARDWARE PLATFORM

FIGURE 4: MPPT SCHEMATIC
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For demonstrating and testing the MPPT algorithms in
this application note, the synchronous inverse SEPIC
(ZETA) hardware platform presented in AN1467,
�“High-Power CC/CV Battery Charger Using an Inverse
SEPIC (Zeta) Topology�”, was used. The NCO
peripheral of the PIC16F1503 is used to generate a
high resolution 15-bit fixed on-time PWM for the control
scheme.

In general, the implementation is similar to a DC-DC
converter with current and voltage sensors on the input
side (solar panel). If battery charging is implemented
on the same platform, then another set of current and
voltage sensors is required on the output side. 

FIGURE 5: PV CURRENT SENSOR

For best accuracy, a high-side sensor should be used,
but this complicates things and requires a specialized
chip. It is easier to use a low-side shunt and an
inverting amplifier, but the microcontroller and amplifier
current is added to the measurement. Microchip�’s
MCP6V02 is perfect for this task due to the high
amplification that is required to keep power dissipation
at a minimum. This amplifier only has 2 uV of voltage
offset. Even without any prior calibration, we can
expect 5% of current measuring accuracy (all resistors
1%).

Since most of the switching noise is amplified along
with the current shunt voltage, it is recommended to
reduce the amplifier bandwidth. Because the prototype
used for testing the algorithms relies on a proportional
integral (PI) loop to regulate voltage and current, and
the loop update rate is 1 kHz, the corner frequency is
set around 7 kHz. Having a properly filtered signal is
very important because algorithms like INCCOND are
easily disturbed by noise and their performance
degrades.

Normally, for the MPPT, it is desirable to have a very
fast update rate and a small increment step. This way,
tracking accuracy is improved (small increment), and
the speed loss is countered by the high update rate. In
practice, this is not always possible. 

FIGURE 6: PV VOLTAGE SENSOR
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The current shunt amplifier amplification, ADC
resolution and noise will dictate the lower limit of the
step size. This is why the current shunt amplification
needs to be large enough, so that the output for the
maximum allowed current will be close to the ADC
input voltage limit. The test board was designed to work
at 8A input current with a 5 mOhm shunt. Current shunt
amplification is 100, so the maximum output value is: 

EQUATION 6:

Please note that the maximum output value of the
amplifier should allow enough headroom for the PI loop
to quickly handle overcurrent conditions. 

The ADC reference is 5V with 10 bits of resolution,
making this a good choice. The current resolution is
given by the ADC resolution and, in this case, is about
10 mA. When measuring, a few bits of noise is
expected, so choose the MPPT step accordingly.

Regarding the panel voltage sensor, the divider ratio
should be chosen depending on the panel open circuit
voltage, which is the maximum panel voltage. On the
testing board, the ADC reference is 5V and a 36-cell
panel was used. This means VOC should not go above
22V (36 * 0.6V). Also, one must think about maximizing
voltage resolution, so a 1/5 divider was chosen,
allowing a maximum input voltage of 25V. The voltage
resolution depends on the divider ratio and the ADC
resolution, in this case about 25 mV.

EQUATION 7:

The MPPT update rate is also limited by several
factors. The most important thing is the PI loop update
rate, which should be significantly faster than the
MPPT update rate. Obviously, this is important
because between MPPT updates the PI loop must
have enough steps to be able to steer the panel voltage
to the new value. The implementation used to test the
algorithms runs the MPPT update at 40 Hz, while the PI
loop runs at 1 kHz (25 times faster).

The board input capacitance will have an important
contribution to the MPPT accuracy in low illumination
conditions. While input capacitance is good for limiting
current ripple, it will also slow down panel voltage
variations. This is extremely important for tracking at
low-power levels. Too little capacitance will cause
stress to the components (high-voltage ripple �–
remember the inverse SEPIC has discontinuous input
current), but too much capacitance will cause the panel
voltage regulation loop in Tracking mode to be unable
to reach the set point between MPPT updates.

MPPT SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The PIC MCU used for this prototype is an 8-bit device
without a hardware multiplier, so the computational
power is limited. This makes everything extremely
attractive from a cost standpoint, but also makes the
implementation more challenging.

Having a multi-step battery charger and an MPPT
controller running on the same chip is a challenge due
to the following issues:

�• Device must regulate output current
�• Device must regulate output voltage
�• Device must track the panel MPP
�• Device must run a battery-charging state machine
�• Device has limited computational power and must 

run only one regulation loop

The algorithms presented in this application note track
the maximum power point by modifying the panel
operating voltage. This solution is not
topology-dependent and is the best solution overall.
Modifying the converter duty cycle directly only works
well with the buck topology, which has a linear voltage
transfer function. 

8A*0.005Ohm*100 4.0V=

5V
1023------------*5 0.00244V=
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THE MAIN PROGRAM LOOP

CODE EXAMPLE 1:_
Initialize_Hardware();
while(1)
{
if(T0IF)

{
T0IF = 0;
if(but_cnt) but_cnt--;
if(track && mppt_calc) mppt_calc--;
if(second) second--;

read_ADC();

if(!track)
{

if(battery_state != FAULT)
{

cc_cv_mode();
if(!cmode) pid(vout, vref); else

pid(iout, iref);

if(increment >= dmax)  track = TRACK_DELAY;
}

} else
{

if(mppt_calc < MPPT_AVERAGE)
{

f_vin += vin;
f_iin += iin;

}

if(!mppt_calc)
{

mppt_calc = MPPT_INTERVAL;

#ifdef MPPT_PO
mppt_PO();

#endif

#ifdef MPPT_INCCOND
mppt_INCCOND();

#endif
}

pid(vinref, vin);

if(vout > vref || iout > iref) 
{

track--;
dmax = increment;
if(!track) Init_State_Machine();

} else
track = TRACK_DELAY;

}
if(!second)
{

second = SECOND_COUNT;
if(!track) Battery_State_Machine();

}
}

         }
}
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The main program loop structure is similar to the one
used in the CC/CV battery-charging code attached to
AN1467. The MPPT tracking code is added to the basic
output regulation code and battery-charging library. 

This implementation uses the fact that the device can
either track the panel MPP, or regulate the output (but
not both of them at the same time). The variable track
shows whether the device is tracking or regulating the
output. 

While tracking the panel MPP, a number of input
voltage and current samples are summed together for
noise reduction, and then fed to the selected MPPT
algorithm. The MPPT algorithm modifies the input
voltage reference, and the PI loop steers the panel
operating voltage to that reference voltage. The PI
control loop needs to run many times faster than the
MPPT algorithm, so that the panel voltage has enough
time to stabilize. Observe that the set point and
feedback terms fed to the PI function are reversed,
because increasing the duty cycle causes the panel
voltage to decrease.

If the output voltage or current are over the set limits,
the Tracking mode ends and the control loop starts
regulating output. This means that the panel can
provide more power than the battery (or load) can
absorb. The converter duty cycle is memorized when
the Tracking mode ends. Normally, the output voltage
is fixed so when the panel voltage goes down, the duty
cycle needs to be increased to maintain the output. If
the duty cycle is increased above the memorized value,
then the panel voltage has fallen below the MPP. This
is a very simple and easy way of knowing that the main
loop needs to return to the Tracking mode. Other
methods could use output current or voltage as
indicators. If in Regulation mode, but not able to reach
the set voltage or current, it is clear that the panel is not
able to provide enough power for the load, and the
main loop needs to switch back to Tracking mode.

In systems which use batteries to store energy, it is
unavoidable to waste energy, if the panels provide
more power than the batteries and load can absorb. In
grid tied inverter applications this is not an issue, as all
the available energy is pumped into the power grid.

One other important thing is that the battery state
machine will only update in output Regulation mode. In
Tracking mode, neither the output voltage, nor current
limit is reached, so the charge termination protocols will
not function properly. Even in low light conditions (slow
charging), if the battery reaches the constant voltage
stage, charge will be terminated as soon as the current
falls under the threshold. To avoid keeping the cell or
battery at high voltage, which is known to cause
damage in the long run, another termination condition
can be added to terminate charge if the current is too
low, but the voltage is over a certain threshold. This is
mostly required to protect Li-Ion chemistry batteries,
since lead-acid is much cheaper and more tolerant to
abuse.

Important variables and defines used here:

- Variable �“track�” shows if the main loop is 
tracking MPP or regulating output. True 
means it is tracking. The define 
TRACK_DELAY is a debouncing value for 
switching between tracking and output regu-
lation. While in Tracking mode, the output 
voltage or current needs to be over the set 
limits for a number of TRACK_DELAY main 
timer ticks before switching over.

- Counter �“mppt_calc�” is the number of main 
loop timer ticks between MPPT updates. The 
counter is initialized using the define 
MPPT_INTERVAL from Hardware.h.

- �“MPPT_AVERAGE�” defines the number of 
samples averaged for use in the MPPT func-
tion. Always the last MPPT_AVERAGE sam-
ples before the MPPT update are averaged 
together. This is important because the first 
few samples after the update may contain 
transient values, as the PI control loop tries to 
steer the panel voltage to the set value.

- The variables �“f_vin�” and �“f_iin�” hold the 
averaged input samples for input voltage and 
current, used in the MPPT function.

- Defines �“MPPT_PO�” or �“MPPT_INCCOND�” tell 
the main loop which of the MPP tracking 
algorithms to use. Perturb and observe and 
incremental conductance algorithms are 
available in this implementation.

- The variable �“vinref�” holds the current 
operating voltage set for the panel. The PI 
loop tries to steer the panel voltage towards 
this value.
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PERTURB AND OBSERVE MPPT 
IMPLEMENTATION

CODE EXAMPLE 2:

Implementing a P&O algorithm in software is quite
simple and in most cases, the difficulty comes from
correctly designing the hardware platform. The fun
thing is that it can also be easily adapted to wind
turbines.

The algorithm calculates the power drawn from the
panel using the averaged readings of the input voltage
(f_vin) and current (f_iin). The power value is
memorized at each iteration and is compared to the

calculated power. If power has decreased, the
algorithm changes direction. The MPPT step is user
definable.

For this algorithm, simplicity and robustness are the
main advantages, but because the panel operating
voltage naturally oscillates about the MPP, some of the
available power is lost.

INCREMENTAL CONDUCTANCE 
MPPT IMPLEMENTATION

CODE EXAMPLE 3:

void mppt_PO(void)
{

power = (long) f_vin * (long) f_iin;
if(power < l_power) updown ^= 1;
if(!updown) vinref -= MPPT_STEP; else vinref += MPPT_STEP;

l_power = power;
f_vin = 0;
f_iin = 0;

}

void mppt_INCCOND(void)
{
long delta_i;
long delta_v;
long delta_p;

power = (long) f_iin * f_vin;
delta_p = power - l_power;

delta_i = (long) f_iin - fl_iin;
delta_v = (long) f_vin - fl_vin;

if(delta_v)
{

ineq = delta_p / delta_v;
if(ineq > 0) vinref += MPPT_STEP; else
if(ineq < 0) vinref -= MPPT_STEP;

} else
{

if(delta_i > 0) vinref += MPPT_STEP; else
if(delta_i < 0) vinref -= MPPT_STEP;

}

fl_iin = f_iin;
fl_vin = f_vin;
l_power = power;

f_iin = 0;
f_vin = 0;

}
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The incremental conductance algorithm is a bit more
complicated to implement but it has the advantage of
locking on the MPP.

For the calculations, in addition to the last power value,
it is required to memorize the last voltage and current
value. The power ( P), current ( I) and voltage ( V)
differences are calculated.

If using the second form of the incremental
conductance equations, it is not required to calculate
the panel power. The instantaneous and difference
values for the current and voltage are used, but in this
case, proved to yield poor results. Even with filtering,
the current readings were noisy enough to cause the
incremental conductance (     ) to change sign erratically.
This confused the algorithm and caused it to get stuck
in many cases.

To avoid this issue, the initial form of the incremental
conductance equation was selected, which uses power
and voltage for the calculations. For negative
power-voltage slopes, the panel operating voltage is
decreased and, for positive slopes, the panel operating
voltage is increased. Even if some extra calculations
were done, this yielded adequate results and the
algorithm tracked maximum power correctly. 

When the voltage difference is zero, the slope is not
calculated (zero denominator), and the algorithm stops
tracking. If the current difference ( I) is not zero,
tracking is resumed.

Some improvements can be added that will not allow
the algorithm to oscillate about the MPP due to noise.
For example, instead of using the panel voltage
readings in the calculations, the set reference value
can be used. If the PI loop works correctly, this should
be the operating voltage. This modification, together
with a form of dead-band for the power-voltage slope
value and current difference value, will ensure locking
on the MPP. Only variations of the input current with a
modulus greater than a preset value will cause the
algorithm to resume tracking.

CONCLUSIONS
Using MPPT with solar panel installations has clear
advantages. The initial investment is smaller because
smaller panel wattage is required (very little potential
power is wasted), and adding correct battery-charging
algorithms will also decrease operating costs (batteries
are protected and last longer).

MPPT algorithms are simple enough, but implementing
a working MPPT controller is not a simple task,
because it is required to know the particularities of the
underlying switching converter. Many of the so-called
scientific papers published on this topic simply use
computer simulations instead of real hardware, and the
readers find themselves lacking vital information.

In particular, the coexistence of the MPPT algorithm,
the output regulation loop and the battery-charging
state machine is a very interesting topic, which is often
overlooked. By carefully defining the transition
conditions between tracking and regulating, one
PI-type loop is used to perform either MPPT or output
regulation. The battery state machine is less
processor-intensive and runs in parallel with the output
regulation loop. This way the whole control algorithm,
plus the battery-charging library, runs on a 4 MIPS®

8-bit PIC MCU with 2 kWords of Flash.

This application note presents two MPPT algorithms
implemented on a synchronous inverse SEPIC
converter. The same code can be used with minimal
tuning on other topologies like buck, boost or SEPIC.

By utilizing the techniques presented in this application
note, it is possible to optimize the cost and extend the
life of any solar powered application ranging from a few
watts to two hundred watts by adding MPPT.
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